
If you don’t have control of your spreadsheets, you can’t 

trust the data that drives your business.

Watch Now
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Happy New Year! We want to start the year with a clear understanding of 

your 2022 goals and priorities. To that end, we invite you to participate in our 

research study to tell us what is most important and what you hope to gain 

when making decisions about spreadsheet management. 

Is your business considering, building, or using a spreadsheet management 

program? We are interested in the risks, rewards, benefits and challenges of 

implementing your program. Our survey should take no longer than 5 

minutes to complete, and all responses are anonymous. All respondents 

have the option to receive a complimentary copy of the final report.

I wish you all a successful year.

Diane Robinette

President and CEO

Incisive Software

solutions resources company newsroom
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Incisive Software 

Spreadsheet Management

Learn how your business can mitigate 

risk, expand opportunities and gain a 

competitive advantage.

The Financial Damage Caused By 

Human Error And How To Prevent It

Are you concerned about the accuracy and 

consistency of your critical spreadsheets?

With the Incisive Spreadsheet Management Solution, businesses have the

visibility and control required to mitigate the risks associated with their

business-critical spreadsheets.

Best Regards,

Learn More

Read Now

What Is Spreadsheet Risk and 

How Do Best-in-Class Firms 

Manage It?

You may have heard of the infamous 

spreadsheet risk. However, it can be 

difficult to mitigate without knowing what it 

means or how it can affect your business. 

Read our spreadsheet risk primer to begin 

your path to becoming best-in-class.

Read Now

To Err is Human, But it is Not 

Inevitable

Read our Business Brief: Avoiding 

Costly Currency Exchange Errors to 

learn how to put a layer of protection 

between detrimental human errors and 

your company’s success. 
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